CLINIC SERVICE SINK WITH STAINLESS STEEL BOLT COVERS

- Vitreous china
- Flushing rim
- Siphon jet flushing action
- 1-1/2" brass top spud
- 4" floor outlet
- Stainless steel bolt covers

- 9504.010 Service sink

Available Components:
- 037640-0020A Cast metal loose strainer
- 7832017.075 Stainless steel 10" (254mm) guard (3 shown)

Nominal Dimensions:
749 x 508 x 457mm
(29-1/2" x 20" x 18"

Compliance Certifications -
Meets or Exceeds the Following Specifications:
- ASME A112.19.2 for Vitreous China Fixtures

To Be Specified:
- Faucet: 8345.118 service sink faucet with brace, 152mm (6") elbow handles, 375mm (14-3/4") wall to spout outlet, screwdriver stops
- Alternative Faucet:
- Pedal Valve: 7679.012 self-closing, double pedal valve, screwdriver stops, wall-mounted
- Flush Valve: Sloan Royal 117 HYVO with 25mm (1") offset
- Alternate Flush Valve
- Rim Guard: Stainless Steel 279mm (11") 7832.017 (3) if required
- Bedpan Cleaner 7880.024 assembly includes:
  - 7837.024 Vacuum Breaker
  - 7866.015 Nozzle with Hook
  - 7679.012 Pedal Valve
  - 7544.018 Loose Key Supply
- Strainer: 037640-0020A Metal Loose Strainer
- Optional Terrazzo Base (by others)

Available in White Only

NOTES:
TERRAZZO BASE AS SHOWN, FIELD FABRICATED (BY OTHERS). OUTLET FOR STANDARD DRAIN CONNECTION. TO COMPLY WITH AREA CODE GOVERNING THE HEIGHT OF VACUUM BREAKER ON FLUSH VALVE, THE PLUMBER MUST VERIFY DIMENSIONS SHOWN FOR SUPPLY ROUGHING. FLUSH VALVE AND FITTINGS NOT INCLUDED AND MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY.

IMPORTANT: Dimensions of fixtures are nominal and may vary within the range of tolerances established by ANSI Standard A112.19.2. These measurements are subject to change or cancellation. No responsibility is assumed for use of superseded or voided pages.